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Type: McDonnell Douglas F/A‐18C/D Hornet

F/A‐18C/D Hornet , side number 402 VFA‐147 of the Argonaughts, embarked on the USS John C Stennis in the
Arabian Sea.
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F/A18C/D Hornet
Following a successful run of more than 400 A and B models, the US Navy began taking fleet
deliveries of improved F/A‐18C (single seat) and F/A‐18D (dual seat) models in September
1987. These Hornets carry the Advanced Medium Range Air‐to‐Air Missile (AMRAAM) and
the infrared imaging Maverick air‐to‐ground missile. Two years later, the C/D models came
with improved night attack capabilities. The new components included a navigation
forward looking infrared (NAVFLIR) pod, a raster head‐up display, night vision goggles,
special cockpit lighting compatible with the night vision devices, a digital color moving map
and an independent multipurpose color display.
F/A‐18Cs have synthetic aperture ground mapping radar with a doppler beam sharpening
mode to generate ground maps. This ground mapping capability that permits crews to
locate and attack targets in adverse weather and poor visibility or to precisely update the
aircraft's location relative to targets during the approach, a capability that improves
bombing accuracy. New production F/A‐18Cs received the APG‐73 radar upgrade radars
starting in 1994, providing more precise and clear radar displays.
The F/A‐18C Nigh Attack Hornet has a pod‐mounted Hughes AN/AAR‐50 thermal imaging
navigation set, a Loral AN/AAS‐38 Nite Hawk FLIR targeting pod, and GEC Cat's Eyes pilot's
night vision goggles. Some 48 F/A‐18D two‐seat Hornets are configured as the F/A‐18D
(RC) reconnaissance version, with the M61A1 cannon replaced by a pallet‐mounted electro‐
optical suite comprising a blister‐mounted IR linescan and two roll‐stabilized sensor units,
with all of these units recording onto video tape.
On the first day of Operation Desert Storm, two F/A‐18s, each carrying four 2,000 lb. bombs,
shot down two Iraqi MiGs and then proceeded to deliver their bombs on target. Throughout
the Gulf War, squadrons of U.S. Navy, Marine and Canadian F/A‐18s operated around the
clock, setting records daily in reliability, survivability and ton‐miles of ordnance delivered.
The Navy announced 18 May 1998 that its East Coast F/A‐18 squadrons will relocate to
Naval Air Station Oceana in Virginia Beach VA and Marine Corps Air Station Beaufort in
Beaufort, SC. The jets will move from Naval Air Station Cecil Field in Jacksonville FL which
was ordered closed by the 1995 Base Realignment and Closure Commission. Nine
operational squadrons and the Fleet Replacement Squadron ‐‐ a total of 156 planes ‐‐ will
move to Oceana. Two squadrons totaling 24 planes will move to Beaufort. The first
squadron will move in the fall of 1998 and all 11 fleet squadrons and the Fleet Replacement
Squadron completed their moves by October 1999.
Throughout its service, annual upgrades to F/A‐18 weapon systems, sensors, etc. continued.
The latest lot of the F/A‐18C/D has grown to be far more capable (night attack, precision
strike, low observable technologies, etc.) than the original F/A‐18A/B; however, by 1991, it
was becoming clear that avionics cooling, electrical, and space constraints would begin to
limit future growth. Additionally, another operational deficiency was beginning to develop.
As the F/A‐18C/D empty weight increased the aircraft were returning to the carrier with
less than optimal reserve fuel and/or unexpended weapons. The additional range and
"bring back" is not as essential to shore based operations. F/A‐18A/B/C/D aircraft will fly
for years with the U.S. Marine Corps and eight international customers: Australia, Canada,
Finland, Kuwait, Malaysia, Spain, Switzerland and Thailand. Although the F/A‐18C/D's
future growth is now limited, it will also continue to fill a critical role in the U.S. Navy's
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carrier battle group for many years to come and will be an excellent complement to the
larger, longer range, more capable F/A‐18E/F Super Hornet.
Power Plant
Two F404‐GE‐402 afterburning engines, each in the 18,000 pound thrust class, which
results in a combat thrust‐to‐weight ratio greater than 1‐to‐1. Depending on the mission
and loading, combat radius is greater than 500 nautical miles.
Performance
F/A‐18C maximum speed at level flight in altitudes of 36,089 ft. Mach 1.7
Armament

F/A‐18C/D can carry up to 13,700 pounds of external ordnance.
Weapon stations include: two wingtip stations for Sidewinders; two outboard wing stations
for air‐to‐air or air‐to‐ground weapons; two inboard wing stations for fuel tanks, air‐to‐air,
or air‐to‐ground weapons; two nacelle fuselage stations for AMRAAMs, Sparrows, or sensor
pods; and one centerline station for fuel or air‐to‐ground weapons.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

M61 Vulcan 6‐barrel rotary cannon with 520 rounds of 20mm ammunition is
internally mounted in the nose
AIM‐9 Sidewinder
AIM‐7F Sparrow
AIM‐120 AMRAAM
AGM‐65E Maverick
AGM‐84 Harpoon
AGM‐88A HARM
MK82
10 CBU‐87
10 CBU‐89
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•

GBU‐12
GBU‐24
JDAM
B‐57 or B‐61 Nuclear bomb.

Mission and Capabilities
The F/A‐18 Hornet can perform both air‐to‐air and air‐to‐ground missions.
Cockpit displays and mission avionics are thoroughly integrated to enhance crew
situational awareness and mission capability in high threat, adverse weather/night
environments.
Cockpits are night vision goggle compatible.
Multi‐Sensor Integration and advanced data link capabilities further enhance situational awareness.

Performance (At Maximum Takeoff Weight)

Max level speed

More
than
Mach 1.8

More
Max speed, intermediate power than
Mach 1.0
Approach speed

134
knots

Acceleration from 460 knots to under 2
920 knots at 10,670 m
min
Combat ceiling

approx
15,240
m

T‐O run

Less
than 427
m

Minimum wind over deck:
Launching

35 knots

Recovery

19 knots

Combat radius, interdiction, hi‐ 290 nm
lo‐lo‐hi
Combat endurance, CAP 150
nm from aircraft carrier

1 h 45
min

Ferry range, unrefueled

More
than
1,800
nm

Source: www.fas.org
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